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About London Independent Photography

LIP is an informal forum for independent photographers that 
has been established for nearly 20 years, bringing together 
practitioners with different backgrounds and levels of expertise, 
who are interested in developing their skills and personal 
approach to photography.

LIP organises a programme of practical workshops, master 
classes and talks as well as various exhibitions throughout the 
year. It has satellite groups across London which meet regularly 
to discuss members’ work. Our magazine is currently published 
three times a year and is free to members. 

Join LIP
Annual Subscription: £20
Application details can be found on our website:
www.londonphotography.org.uk/joinLIP.php

Satellite Groups: 
Small informal groups meet approximately once a month to 
discuss each other's work, plan exhibitions and just share 
ideas. The structure, content, times, dates, and frequency of the 
meetings are left to the individual groups to decide for themselves. 
Non-members as well as members are welcome.
Group contacts:
Acton 
Peter Spurgeon: 07968 210533, info@peterspurgeon.com
Dulwich/Sydenham 
Yoke Matze: 020 8314 4715, yoke@yokematzephotography.com
Ealing
Shelley Mackareth: 07713 069 989 
enquiries@ealinglondonphotography.co.uk
Website: www.ealinglondonphotography.co.uk
Greenwich
John Levett: 01223 521 058, john.levett1@ntlworld.com
North London (Enfield)
Avril Harris: 020 8360 7996  avrilrharris@blueyonder.co.uk
Queens Park
Pete Webster: 020 8830 3372, petewebster@talktalk.net
Website: www.queensparkphotography.co.uk
Ruislip
Robert Davies: 01895 675676 robertd299@yahoo.co.uk
Website: www.ruislipphotography.org.uk
Shoreditch
Susanna Suovalkama:  susannathefinn@yahoo.co.uk
West Wickham Group
Sam Tanner: 020 8777 8117, tanner@tannerb57.fsnet.co.uk

All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced in 
any material form (including photocopying or storing it in any medium 
by electronic or mechanical means including information storage and 
retrieval systems) without written permission from the copyright owner. 
Applications for the copyright owner’s written permission to reproduce 
any part of this publication should be addressed to the publisher.  
The views expressed in this publication are not necessarily the views 
of the publisher or the editors. The publisher and the editors accept no 
responsibility for any errors or for the results of the use of any information 
contained within the publication. Copyright © London Independent 
Photography. 2009. All photographs in this publication are copyright of the 
photographer, and all articles in this publication are copyright of the writer, 
unless otherwise indicated. 
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LIP website: www.londonphotography.org.uk
For all correspondence and submissions:
http://www.londonphotography.org.uk/LIPmagazine.php

Editor 
Britt Hatzius, editors@londonphotography.org.uk
Design
Anita Chandra, designer@londonphotography.org.uk,
www.anitac.co.uk

Winter 2009 Issue 14 Contributors:  
Tony Othen, tony@othens.co.uk
Anne-Marie Glasheen, www.glasheen.co.uk
Kelly Hill, www.kellyhill.co.uk
John Levett, john.levett1@gmail.com
Odette England, www.odetteengland.com
Millie Burton, www.millieburton.com
Mary Pritchard, www.marypritchard.net
Hamish Stewart, ww.le-flaneur.co.uk
Chris Hudson, www.chrishudsonphoto.co.uk
Caroline Fraser, www.carolinefraserimages.com
Jonathan Goldberg, www.jongoldberg.co.uk
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Submissions 
Our submission process is changing, and you are now able to 
upload your submissions to the editors online.
 
What we are looking for:
Theme Submissions  - Your individual expression on a preselected 
theme. The theme for the next issue is Communication.
Series Submissions - Your personal work which may be in 
progress but clearly demonstrates your idea in a series of images.
 
Please submit up to 10 images along with a personal statement or 
significant text before February 8, 2010.
For full guidelines and to make a submission online go to: 
www.londonphotography.org.uk/magazine/submit
If you are interested in contributing to the magazine in any other 
way, or for general enquiries, email: 
submissions@londonphotography.org.uk

The editors regret that lack of time prevents them commenting on 
individual submissions. Submitted work will be published solely at 
the Editor's discretion. No responsibility or liability is accepted for 
those received after the submission deadline.
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Embrasure
Anne-Marie Glasheen 

An opening with sides flaring outward 
in a wall or parapet of a fortification 
usually for allowing the firing of cannon; 
2 the recess of a door or window; 
3 In dentistry, an embrasure is the 
area around the interproximal contact 
area. From an interproximal view, the 
embrasures look like a donut with the 
contact as the donut hole. From an 
occlusal or facial view the embrasure 
looks like a triangle.

Etymology:French,
from obsolete embraser to widen an 
opening. Date: 1702

em·bra·ser (modern French)
1 To set [sth] ablaze; 2 to set [sth] alight; 
3 to set [sth] on fire.
s'em·bra·ser 
1 To catch fire; 2 to erupt into violence; 
3 to be set ablaze; 4 to burn with desire.

Spied through holes; natural and 
otherwise: scenes, objects, the concrete 
and the abstract. Sometimes elusive, 
temporal, fleeting…  

Something… 

Nothing…

Introduction
Britt Hatzius, Editor 

London Independent Photography 
Magazine aims to present 
contemporary work by independent 
emerging and established fine art 
photographers. Our approach is 
guided by a wish to explore the 
motivations and philosophies 
behind the visual through a 
combination of text and images. 
In this way we hope to inform and 
inspire our readers with different 
concepts, approaches and ideas 
within photographic practice.

This issue has the word 'frames' as 
its overarching theme - and as usual 
there are different ways of interpreting 
the word. Most often we think of a 
physical structure that surrounds, 
encloses or holds something. But as a 
verb, suggested by much of the work 
presented here, framing gives a sense 
of active selection. We choose things 
to isolate which may otherwise be less 
visible to others; by framing, we offer 
a different perspective, point of view 
or we enable focus within the chaos 
of life's bigger picture. A frame can 
highlight in order to draw attention but 
can also create a distance, the start of a 
formulation introducing other layers, an 
image within an image. In relation to film 
or video, a frame is part of a sequence, 
part of a movement, a succession of 
several frames, read in relation to time.

As this is the last issue I have had the 
pleasure of editing I can't help but 
see it within the context of a timeline, 
with countless more arrangements, 
sequences and choices of what to 
focus on, to come. I'm very happy to 
be passing the editorship onto Tiffany 
Jones who I am sure will bring an 
immensely valuable and fresh energy to 
the magazine. I am so grateful to have 
had the chance to work on these pages 
over the last two years and hope that it 
will remain a wonderful opportunity to 
showcase LIP members’ work.
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In The Cities is a body of work that looks at the private world of 
children living in a major urban metropolis whose parents have 
migrated from another European country - for work, for marriage, 
for study. 

The images were shot from the outside looking into the private world 
of children reading, playing, living in their homes. The photographs 
were taken at dusk - a threshold moment where day merges into 
night. This liminal period hints at an ambiguous and indeterminate 
state where identity dissolves. The children are illuminated in pools 
of light as the world darkens around them, exploring notions of 
boundary and the merging, blurring, of private and public universes, 
languages and cultures.

In the Cities     
Kelly Hill
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Frames      
Millie Burton
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It’s August 1967 and I’m walking along Kensington 
High Street. A newspaper seller’s board advertises 
‘Playwright found dead’. I dawdle up Kensington 
Church Walk, past Ezra Pound’s house and into 
the poetry bookshop. I buy a copy of a collection 
by Brian Patten. I go over the hill and sit reading 
in a greasy spoon near Ladbroke Grove station. I 
walk on to a squat in Powis Square and borrow a 
John Coltrane album from a mate. I wander back 
through Holland Park and over into Earls Court 
where I sit in a coffee bar writing. A girl I once 
knew walks past. I go to queue for a Prom at the 
Albert Hall. A couple in the queue next to me talk 
about Joe Orton.

Earlier this year I was walking along Cromwell 
Road and a catch of sunlight off a window brought 
all that afternoon back. But all that I have of that 
day lies only in memory—Brian Patten’s book 
has long gone, so too the John Coltrane album; 
the poetry bookshop sold up decades ago; the 
coffee bar and the writing I did there are no more; 
it was the last I saw of the girl I once knew.

Some memories hang like a dull regret; another 
life that never got lived. Some are so exquisitely 
vivid and smile-inducing that it’s a joy to bring 
them back. These memories lose detail, add 
emotion and wishfulness; a wish to return, to 
forget; a wish to recreate, to destroy. Capturing 
the essence of a memory is a tough nut to crack.
This series is about framing a memory; creating 
a reference where there is nothing else to refer 
to; photographing unphotographed memories. It 
refers back to the time when capturing a snapshot 
of a moment needed planning for the moment 
to arrive; a time before ‘walk & snap’ became a 
commonplace.

The project is not only about how we reconnect 
to our past and to which parts of it we give 
importance, it is also about how we represent it—
as stories we tell, as a collection of letters, a kept 
theatre programme, a photograph album or as a 
mantlepiece portrait.
  

About a year ago I began collecting ‘family-
snap’ frames from charity shops and using 
them as ‘comments’ upon my images. The use 
of randomly found frames influences what we 
think of the image; the importance with which we 
endow it; the impression we want to leave with 
the viewer. The framed print on a gallery’s white 
wall, a pin-boarded item cut from a magazine 
page, a snap underneath a fridge magnet, a 
family group slotted into an album—all betray a 
hierarchy of value.

People talk of ‘sacred’ memories, ‘slandering’ the 
memory of someone, ‘memorialising’ an event, 
‘burying’ a memory, being ‘devoted’ to a memory, 
walking down a sentimental ‘memory lane’. The 
project is about which memories we select and 
how much of them to reveal.

Sometimes the detail of the memory is so rich, so 
evocative, that any recreation would be unworthy. 
At other times an incidental absurdity is the 
only memory that’s stayed strong—a car alarm 
intruding upon the taking of wedding vows; a Van 
Morrison song sounding out on the banks of the 
Ganges; a double-glazing salesman calls whilst 
love is breaking down.

Some memories are scattered across months 
and years; subtly experienced, imperceptibly 
modified. Some are incomplete—a memory of 
holding the lead but not of the dog; a pebbly 
beach but Brighton or Dungeness?

The project began by representing the moment 
that was never recorded; the moment sans 
camera; moments, impossible to know then, that 
signalled a life change or moments punctuating 
what had long begun.

No camera was present at the birth of these 
memories. Photographing the framed memory, 
creating the photograph never taken, brings 
the remembrance full circle. Something for the 
bedside table or the bottom drawer; another 
landmark in personal growth.

Photographing Memory      
John Levett
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Family photographs – from snapshots to formal 
portraits – are stored in a variety of ways, 
but probably no method is more common 
than the frame. Through them, our histories 
are preserved, loved and remembered. Like 
a traditional family unit, our memories are 
enclosed, displayed, protected and cared for, 
even possibly shielded from the ‘real world’ via 
a definitive form.

For my project Attentional Landscapes, I 
undertook 'experiments' in manipulating 
the intended meaning and function of family 
photographs by selectively exposing personal 
snapshots (borrowed from the many albums 
and frames dutifully chosen and maintained 
by my mother) through plates from the Ishihara 
Test for Colour Blindness, to explore how 
humans search, perceive and process imagery 
within what is a contained and constructed 
circular frame.

Uniquely, each image in the series includes 
me: I frame myself in a new context that feels 
familiar yet alien.

In doing so, I seek to question the cyclical 
nature of time and the recognition of self and our 
individual frame of reference – in other words, 
our past - alongside memory as a dynamic, 
unreliable and fragmented phenomenon.

Attentional Landscapes      
Odette England
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This is an impressionistic record of a journey across France, recording 
changing light, places, distance and time through the frame of a train 
window. In December 2008 I travelled from London to Perpignan in 
the South West of France. During the outward journey, I constructed 
a Sharan pinhole camera from a cardboard kit. On the return trip, 
I used this camera to record my progress northwards, placing the 
camera on the inside ledge of the window next to my seat. 

We set off before dawn and gradually travelled throughout the day, 
finally reaching England after sunset. Every time the train stopped, 
I took a shot, gradually reducing the exposure time as the daylight 
increased. I liked the fact that the markings on the cardboard camera 
were recorded as reflections on the glass pane of the train window. 
Two frames became visible – one of the window frame and another 
of the camera itself. 

Through a Train Window         
Mary Pritchard
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Growing up in Australia one becomes accustomed to traveling long distances 
by car. When driving, the landscape is framed by the windscreen, which 
seems to be one of the primary ways in which we perceive our land. It made 
me reflect on how it is never more than fleetingly framed views that describe 
the locations I move through. The car journey itself becomes the destination, 
defined by the brief glances we grab as we pass by.
 
Besides the reference to the film genre of ‘road movies’, a great influence was 
Hamish Fulton’s photographs he took of his walks. They inspired me to try 
and describe the act of driving, rather than walking. As a series, the images 
turn into sequences of a film, still in motion, speeding through the landscape.

The Driver's View      
Hamish Stewart 

The south coast road at Scarborough enroute to Milton

Kangaroo valley @ 80-90 kph
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It began with a very early start 
on a Dorset beach in February. 
The light was so flat I could 
hardly make out the horizon. 
It was mesmerising, so still 
and quiet. I was reminded of 
the Japanese woodcut prints 
I've always admired. Flattened 
planes of tone accentuated 
with colours of infinite subtlety.

'Ukiyo-e' or 'Pictures of The 
Floating World' changed the 
course of European art when 
they started arriving in Europe in 
the late 18th and 19th century. 
A graphic, simple approach 
to composition matched with 
unique colouring suggesting a 
fleeting and impermanent way 
of representing the landscape, 
people and animals populating 
them. The traditional shading-
in of skies and foregrounds 
adds power to these iconic 
prints.

The magnificent exhibition this 
year at The Royal Academy of 
prints by Utagawa Kuniyoshi 
showed an abundance of these 
haunting and ethereal subjects, 
inspiring me to continue my 
search for a graphic simplicity 
that can hone my eye to 
such subtleties in tones and 
composition.

The Floating World       
Chris Hudson
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On the Edge      
Caroline Fraser

September 2009,  Malham, Yorkshire Dales.
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Frames
Tony Othen 

Framed in Water     
Jenny Johnson Burrows
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How can people be so close to 
one another, yet so cut off from 
each other? I am fascinated by 
how behaviour is affected by 
our surroundings, particularly 
within the big city environment.
Now that CCTV cameras 
are omnipresent, we are 
increasingly told to conform to 
a mainstream set of standards, 
those that are dictated by the 
state. Step out of line and be 
reprimanded.

Framed by the City      
Jonathan Goldberg
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The window frame encloses a space in transition. We see a site 
of former activity, of future potential: shop windows that contain 
traces of a failed business, abandoned furniture, fittings and notices. 
Other shops are primed in order to entice potential tenants, as if 
embodying the ongoing recession.

Vacant Shops     
Peter Spurgeon
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David Solomons: Happenstance      
Interview by Tiffany Jones
 

David has just finished a retrospective exhibition of his black and 
white street photography as part of Photomonth 2009, the East 
London Photography Festival. The show at Oxford House coincided 
with the release of his self-published book Happenstance: Black and 
White Photographs 1990-2007, a collection of his early work taken 
in Wales while he studied documentary photography, Spain where 
he spent a year teaching English, as well as Greece and New York 
during his travels. Familiar English seaside locations are explored in 
the book, as well as many aspects of London where David is from 
and works today. 

You had a solo exhibition coinciding with a book launch for 
Happenstance. What was the process like for you to create 
this retrospective of work? 
It was kind of strange really as I stopped working in black and white 
a long time ago and never felt that I had successfully put a good 
project together with it. Then a few years ago I started showing all 
this older work on Flickr and I found a lot of people liked it so it 
kind of encouraged me to look more thoroughly at all the material I 
had shot earlier. It was only later that I started to see some value in 
collecting all these odd bits and pieces I had shot over the years and 
present them as a completed work.

Can you talk a bit about the images in the book, how the work 
evolved?
Most of the work stems from my time as a student at Newport, where 
we were forced to shoot in black and white with a normal lens and no 
flash. Certain assignments we were given, like the relationship brief, I 
found very favourable to the way I liked to shoot. I would often go to 
Cardiff as it was a bigger city and even when I spent three weeks in 
Greece I spent most of that time in Athens. At that time I also got to 
know about Tony Ray-Jones and Garry Winogrand so my interest in 
street photography really took off from there. 

You have been focused on street photography for nearly 20 
years now, what motivates you to continue in this genre? 
Projects basically. I do like to shoot randomly on occasion, 
especially if I'm travelling to certain places I've never been to. I'm 
mostly interested in having good ideas and figuring out the best 
way of approaching and interpreting them so that it communicates 
well within a series of images. I find doing that kind of thing very 
rewarding on a personal level.

Has your approach to street photography changed much 
since you made these pictures?

Probably, but I think at heart they are essentially what my photography 
is about. Times change though and it does get more difficult to come 
up with something new and exciting but I hope to be able meet those 
challenges in future.

You say the relationship brief in college really inspired you 
- how does that theme manifest itself in your work, what 
aspects of relationships catch your eye in the street?
When we first undertook that brief, we assumed that we should 
be taking shots of two or more people communicating with each 
other in some way and that's still really relevant to what I do today. 
We looked at  street pictures that were not necessarily of people 
though, for example juxtaposed photos by Elliott Erwitt, and you 
could immediately see the connection in the image which really 
stuck a chord with me. The shot I did of the guard at Cardiff Castle 
bending down over the peacock was a defining moment for me. On 
the surface it's a funny shot but in a way it reveals something about 
the man's character and his life there as a guard.

You don't seem to use juxtapositions very often in your 
work, yet there is a trend toward doing so in a lot of street 
photography today. Your pictures perhaps take a broad 
look at the human condition, and people often relate to 
that element in your shots. So would you say you have a 
sympathetic approach to the strangers you photograph? 
What is your relationship with your subjects?
It’s a difficult balancing act I have to make when I go out and 
photograph people because in all honesty my physical approach 
is quite unsympathetic. It might sound like an unkind thing to say 
but what I mean is that some people may get annoyed with me for 
taking their picture and when I read those signs I immediately stop. 
But for me it’s a price worth paying in order to convey something 
about the society we live in. It is very important to me never to try 
to misrepresent someone or intentionally make them look bad, so 
in that regard I would say that yes I do have a sympathetic attitude 
towards them.

What projects have you been working on recently?
I've been shooting about London's West End for nearly ten years now 
and hopefully that should be finished by next year. More recently I've 
been experimenting with a slightly different approach for a project 
using double yellow lines consistently in my compositions, which 
I've titled 'No Parking'. I feel that the static nature of using a stylistic 
theme offers a tighter, more controlled way of working than I'm used 
to and that's really interesting.

For details on Happenstance go to: 
www.davidsolomons.com/books.php
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Book: Transient Witness      
by Nancye Gault
 

We are very lucky to have had Paul Hill himself, recognising our 
endeavours, writing a perceptive foreword to our book. The focus of 
the group could be said to have fallen into three main themes: The 
effects of culture on nature, Nature’s fight back and Natural changes 
in the landscape. 

Rod Fry looked at a coastal strip of land near Marazion, which he 
photographed over a period of eight years.  From the gradual decay 
and vandalism of three abandoned railway carriages, to a new 
group of holiday bungalows that have emerged, his images show 
how the recent developments have harmoniously settled into the 
environment.

Gabi was concerned with the destruction of heath and woodland 
in east Devon for commercial exploitation. She has recorded the 
landscape suffering significant and rapid change at the hand of 
developers. Her complex collages depict the serious impact on the 
environment, where new eco-systems are created as others are 
destroyed.

Paul Cartwright has documented the remorseless hunger for change 
as urban expansion has eaten into the countryside to build an out of 
town hypermarket. This mid Devon development with its concurrent 
infrastructure will destroy large tracts of valuable agricultural land.
 
Living in Helston, Muriel Somerfield has concentrated on the problem 
of relentless coastal erosion.  The sea defence work at Porthleven 
to protect the coast has, after only a short period of time, become 
eroded and undermined by the sea.  Should we continue with the 
struggle or let the sea win? Muriel has drawn attention to a dilemma 
many coastal communities will eventually have to face.

The nostalgic photography of Ken Holland has been inspired by old 

abandoned filling stations, shops and restaurants left neglected by 
the wayside as they become redundant with the building of a new 
bypass, ring road, or change in lifestyles.  His poetic monochrome 
studies of peeling paint and dereliction are beautiful reminders of the 
relentless process of decay.

Michael Woodhead’s discreet observations of a small mid Devon 
chapel built at a remote crossroads with a signpost leading to 
Nomansland, have become a metaphor for change in society itself.  
The chapel, like so many other places of worship, is suffering from 
declining attendance as the population has become more secular.  
Martin Howse has looked at an area of industrial archaeology in 
west Cornwall, where a once thriving industry has been abandoned.  
His sensitively photographed images demonstrate how the hand of 
nature is slowly but surely healing over the scars of this industrial 
landscape, allowing the natural world to re-establish itself.
 
Jenny Leathes, with her receptive eye for harmony, has followed the 
River Dart from its source to the edge of the Dartmoor National Park, 
recording its progress from the first trickles in the wet upland moors, 
gradually gathering pace before becoming a fully-fledged river.  The 
river itself is subject to change, at times tranquil, at others a raging 
torrent, which she compares to her own metaphorical journey.

Having been a Londoner now living in the depths of the West Country, 
my eye turned towards the horizon and the view from my garden. I 
was fascinated how the same scene could be so transformed by 
changes in light as clouds scurry across the sky. I became almost 
obsessed with recording the variations as time passed, and with it 
the changes of weather and the seasons.

The book, ‘Transient Witness’ is available to buy from Blurb online 
Bookstore, or contact Nancye Gault at nancye.gault@tiscali.co.uk

Changing Horizons

For several years I had enjoyed the benefits of being part of LIP: 
friendly atmosphere, exchange of ideas with other like-minded 
photographers and inspiration from the various talks, exhibitions 
and workshops. Moving to North Devon I wondered where I would 
find similar photographic support and stimulus. As joining a camera 
club just wasn’t an option, I tentatively went along to a meeting 
of the Royal Photographic Society of South West Region in April 
2006, where Rod Frey, the Regional Organiser, happened to be 
a fellow member of LIP. With his encouragement a small number 
of RPS members, co-ordinated by Gabi Krukenberg-Taylor, got 
together to initiate the local Contemporary Group. The aim was to 
create a mutually supportive and non-competitive environment for 
independent photography - I immediately felt at home. 

Transient Witness

We have since collaborated on several different projects. In 
2006 some of us participated in ‘Resounding Images’, a major 
photographic exhibition co-ordinated by Peninsula Arts, and later, 
in early 2007 the book ‘Leaving Traces’ was published by a group of 
creative writers based in Crediton, who had invited us to contribute 
photographic work complementing their selected writings. Following 
on from these two ventures, we decided to initiate a 2-year project: 
documenting change in the South West. It was almost inevitable 
that, in this part of the world, the landscape has featured in almost 
all of the work. (As someone has commented, there’s quite a lot of 
it down here!) We each selected our own areas of research with 
the objective of an eventual exhibition and book launch of ‘Transient 
Witness’.

'From Time to Time', Nancye Gault 'Swing on Portland Bill, Good Friday 2009', Rod Fry 'Developing new relationships', Rod Fry
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21st LIP Annual Exhibition

Diemar / Noble Photography
“The Most Travelled Correspondent” – A Retrospective of George Rodger

London Independent Photography celebrates the 
capital's finest snappers.

The work on display was chosen by independent selectors Magda 
Keaney (Curator Photography, National Portrait Gallery) and Susanna 
Brown (Curator Photography, V&A Museum) and showcases the 
creativity and quality of work coming out of London's photographic 
community.

The Independent, Friday , 23 October 2009

The exhibition is a yearly celebration of  members' work. This year 
it was held at Cottons Atrium centre, London Bridge, from 19-31 
October 09. The exhibition organiser was John Stead. 

Selectors' Introduction

We were particularly struck by those pictures which illustrate 
the extraordinary aspects of our everyday surroundings. Several 
photographers tackle this theme successfully, turning a faded 
interior, an old bicycle or abandoned caravan into an object worthy 
of contemplation. These photographs have the power to trigger the 
viewer's own memories, thus a personal story becomes intertwined 
with the objects' histories. 

Excerpt taken from the selectors' introduction to the exhibition 
catalogue. A catalogue of all work in the exhibition is available for 
order, for further details see the LIP website:
www.londonphotography.org.uk/exhibitions/LIP21Annual

Rodger - alongside Henri Cartier- Bresson, Robert Capa and David “Chim” Seymour - was a founder member of the 
Magnum photo agency and is one of the 20th Century’s most important photojournalists. The exhibition has been 
organised in collaboration with the George Rodger archive and features his some of his most celebrated images 
alongside many that have remained unpublished, amongst them images of the Acholi tribe, taken in 1954.

Exhibition dates 26th November – 16th January 2010
Gallery hours 11- 6 Tuesday through Saturday
Diemar/Noble Photography is located at 66/67 Wells Street, London W1P 3PY,  
Telephone 0207 636 5375
www.diemarnoblephotography.com

Allotments are back in vogue. For some it is 
not a question of fashion but a truly joyous 
past time, which not only procures a yield 
from the ground but also a community of 
enthusiastic growers who are united through 
a shared passion. Although not exclusively 
a British phenomenon it does inspire 
quintessentially British imagery. Buurman’s 
photographs capture the spirit of the Uplands 
Allotments in Handsworth, in the heart of 
Birmingham, through a series of portraits 
and still life’s. He takes us through the 
seasons, separating the book into 4 chapters 
from Winter to Autumn, each introduced by 
a notable quote. This tool works beautifully 
conjuring up our own imagery, feelings and 
memories of the season in our minds eye 
before we see his. 

The abundance of colour in these 
photographs from the flowers, produce and 
characters on their plots attains genuine 
warmth on Buurmans part. One portrait of 
a rotund man proudly presenting his huge 
pumpkin in a wheelbarrow to the camera is 
a delight. Buurman understands that a pile 
of spring onions on a windowsill can be just 
as beautiful as a bunch of flowers. There 
are also the quiet moments when we see 
someone just sitting back and enjoying just 
being there. Buy this book and let it grow on 
you.

This may sound like the most gruesome of 
books, but it has fast become one of my 
favourite anthologies. This second volume to 
accompany an exhibition at the Fotomuseum 
Winterhur in Switzerland covers a plethora 
of imagery and ideas about our relationship 
with violence, disease and death. The essays 
are enormously insightful and really explore 
the way in which we view these subjects. 
Despite the often-harrowing subject matter 
there are moments of visual attraction in 
the most unlikely places. Enrique Metinides 
photograph of a woman who was fatally 
wounded, pinned by a car in the streets of 
Mexico is immaculate apart from a trickle of 
blood on her face. The sun illuminates her 
face like a spotlight in a fashion shoot. It is 
difficult to acknowledge that the image is 
beautiful although the incident is not. Maeve 
Berry’s photographs of the inside of cremator 
furnaces have an ethereal magical quality. 
With an abstract aesthetic they allow us to 
see the last moments of the physical body 
without gore or pornographic curiosity. The 
power of photography and our relationship 
with it is explored in acute detail from both in 
front and behind the camera. .

As a LIFE photographer George Rodger 
travelled 75,000 miles, the longest 
continuous trek by a war correspondent. 
In this new publication we are reminded 
of his extraordinary skill as a journalist 
as well as his talent as one of the world’s 
greatest photographers’. Having admired his 
photography for many years I was instantly 
immersed in this book from the beginning, 
feeling privileged to learn more about him in 
his own words. His deep respect for those 
whom he met along the way and personal 
insights on the period is fascinating. Rodger’s 
good-natured modest accounts display how 
he managed to cope with the inhumanity of 
war. They also are a wonderful glimpse into 
photojournalism done the hard way without 
the luxury of technology to speed up the 
process. 

The second part of the book focuses on his 
trip to Africa in 1949 where he took many of 
his most iconic photographs. By avoiding 
tourist routes he experienced Africa in the 
same respectful manner, observing cultures 
so different from his own. Rodger’s thirst 
for knowledge and his adventurous spirit 
come across acutely in these diary entries. 
The journey seems to excite him as much as 
the destination. This book is a marvellous 
introduction to the man and his work and will 
make you keen to see more.

Andrew Buurman
Allotments
Publisher: Dewi Lewis
Price:£20 / £18 LIP members  

Urs Stahel 
Darkside, Vol 2: Photographic Power and 
Photographed Violence, Disease and Death
Publisher: Steidl & Partners
Price £40.50 / £36.45 LIP members 

Texts by George Rodger, Edited by 
Andrea Holzherr & Isabel Siben  
George Rodger On the Road 1940 – 1949
From the Diaries of an Adventurer
Publisher: Hatje Cantz
Price: £22.99/ £20.70 LIP members

Photobook Reviews     
Book Recommendations by Laura Noble

Exhibitions      

(Diary) -  June 1944 – Dec 1944 Diary covering the time George Rodger spent in Europe for LIFE magazine

LIP Annual Exhibition 2009, Cotton's Atrium, Cotton Centre, London.  Photo by Chris Ennis
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